In order to solve the problem of lack of effective methods for ontology inconsistency, a user preferences-oriented ontology alignment repair model is proposed. This model uses 0-1 linear programming method to minimize the remove cost; the structure and source of ontology are used to measure the axiom of importance; Finally, by choosing the minimal conflict sets and the user preferences limit repair strategy, the purpose of eliminating inconsistency, reducing semantic loss and guaranteeing credibility is achieved. The experimental results show that this method can effectively solve the problem of ontology inconsistency, and the restored ontology is more suitable for user preferences than traditional methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ontology provides important support for realizing knowledge sharing between semantic-oriented application systems. It is not only the basis of semantic network construction, but also widely used in knowledge management, information fusion and other fields [1] . Ontology can provide the reasoning mechanism for the semantic-oriented application system. According to the existing information, the implied knowledge is deduced by reasoning. The problem of semiautomatically computing mappings between independently developed ontologies is usually referred to as the ontology matching problem. Ontology Matching aims at identifying a set of semantic correspondences, called an alignment, between related ontologies. However, the union of the related ontologies and the alignment between them may cause inconsistences. To solve the problem of inconsistency in the ontology alignment, there are two methods [2] : use the ontology debugging and repair technology to find the conflict in the ontology and eliminate the contradiction knowledge through the revision of the conflict axiom; establish the conflicttolerated reasoning mechanism by defining non-classical semantics to avoid contradictions in classical reasoning and obtain meaningful conclusions. These two methods have different advantages in different application background. Under normal circumstances, the former method has become the preferred solution to the ontology inconsistency problem The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Long Wang.
because it can completely solve the contradiction in the ontology and support classic reasoning mechanism which has efficient algorithm and mature application.
The traditional method of solving the inconsistency is to calculate all the Minimum Unsatisfiability-Preserving Subset (MUPS) and randomly select an axiom from each MUPS to remove, which is efficient but does not consider the effects of the repair strategy. In paper [3] , a solution is proposed based on the frequency of axioms in the MUPS, which finds the axiom with highest frequency in all MUPS removes all MUPS containing the axiom, and then finds the highest frequency of the remaining MUPS. This process is repeated until all MUPS are removed. But this method only considers the frequency of axioms and can only guarantee the repair strategy be non-redundant. The paper [4] proposed to calculate the minimum hit set of MUPS by using the hit set tree and each minimum hit set corresponds to a minimum repair strategy, which avoids the deletion of redundant axioms. This method can calculate all the irredundant strategies according to the conflict sets, so it is widely used in solving the best repair strategy. The papers [5] - [10] choose the repair strategy by comparing the merits of the minimum hit sets. These methods introduce different evaluation system of axiom and calculates the weight of the axioms to evaluate and guide the selection of the repair strategy. But these methods need to solve all the minimum hit sets based on the hit tree, which causing high time complexity and spatial complexity. In addition, the current ontology repair methods only consider the information about ontology itself, not fully considering the preferences of users, so that they are not able to acquire different repair strategy for different users.
The ontology debugging can locate the set of axioms that cause inconsistency in the ontology. Some ontology construction tools, reasoning machines and ontology debugging tools can debug the ontology, which detects the contradiction in the ontology, displays the inconsistent information [11] - [15] . Since there has been a variety of effective tools to realize ontology debugging, the research on the field of ontology repair is still lagging behind. In this paper, we focus on the automatic repair method for the sets of conflict axioms obtained through ontology debugging. According to the information of ontology source, ontology structure, and user specific preferences, the ontology repair strategy is converted to 0-1 linear programming problem by maximizing the credibility of the ontology, minimizing the loss of information and fitting users' preferences mostly as the goals, eliminating the conflict sets as constraints.
II. RELATED WORKS A. DL ONTOLOGY AND INCONSISTENT ONTOLOGY 1) DL ONTOLOGY
As a method of knowledge representation, ontology including its logical basis, formal description language, and inconsistent debugging problems is closely related to the description logic. Description Logic (DL) consists of concepts, roles, individuals and constructors [8] . The concepts describe the common attributes of the individual sets, the roles describe the binary relations between the two concepts, the individuals are the concrete object described by the concept, and the constructors can construct the complex concepts and the roles. The DL ontology is expressed as a finite set of axioms whose semantics are defined by interpretation and model. Definition 1 [16] : Interpretation I = ( I , · I ) consists of interpretation domain. I .and interpretation function · I . I is a non-empty domain set, and · I maps the concept C to a set C I (C I ⊆ I ) and maps the role R to a binary relation R I (R I ⊆ I × I ). Definition 2: An interpretation I = ( I , · I ) is called a model of an ontology, if it satisfies each axiom in the ontology.
2) INCONSISTENT ONTOLOGY
When there is at least one unsatisfiable concept in the ontology, the ontology is inconsistent and there are conflicts among axioms. The current ontology debugging system locates conflicts by calculating MUPS.
Definition 3 (Unsatisfiable Concept): A concept C in an ontology is unsatisfiable if and only if C I = ∅ for each interpretation I of the ontology.
Definition 4 (Minimum Unsatisfiability-Preserving Subset (MUPS)): For the unsatisfiable concept C, the set T is its MUPS if C is not satisfied in T, and for any T ⊆ T , C can be satisfied.
3) ATOM
Definition 5 (Axiomatic Atom Set (AS)): An axiomatic atom set includes all the atomic concepts and atomic roles involved in axioms,
AS (φ) = {A|A is an atomic name ∧ A appears in φ}
(1) 
and ϕ are not related; (4) Given any O i , it has no subset that satisfies the preferences above.
B. 0-1 LINEAR PROGRAMING 0-1 linear programming is a programming model with the decision variables of value 0 or 1, which is widely used in the field of optimization theory, such as knapsack problem, covering problem and assignment problem, and is an important branch of operational research [17] , [18] . The 0-1 linear programming model is usually expressed as follows:
. , x l ) is the l-dimensional decision variable, f (X ) is the objective function, g i (X ).and h i (X ) are the constraint set, so it represents solving the decision variable with optimal objective function under the constraint condition.
III. THE GOAL OF ONTOLOGY ALIGNMENT REPAIR
To solve the problem of ontology inconsistency, it is necessary to eliminate the conflict among axioms. Through the ontology debugging, all the MUPS are obtained, which shows all the conflicting information in the ontology, and the minimum conflict set can be obtained by processing MUPS simply.
Definition 8 (Minimum Conflict Set (MCS)): For an inconsistent ontology O, the minimum conflict set is a subset of the ontology which is inconsistent and any of its true subsets are consistent.
It can be seen from the above definition that the minimum conflict set describes the smallest axiom set that causes the conflict, and the MUPS and justification obtained by the existing ontology debugging system can be simply converted into the minimum conflict set.
The automatic repair of the ontology is for the minimum conflict set, and each minimum conflict set represents a necessary and sufficient condition to generate inconsistencies: Necessity ensures that any conflict resolution cannot be completely dependent on another conflict; Sufficiency ensures that all possible axioms of error are included in at least one minimum conflict set. Thus, to repair the ontology, at least one axiom must be removed from each minimal conflict set. The ontology repair is the process of determining the set to be removed, so the definition of the repair strategy is as follows:
Definition 9 ( Ontology Repair Strategy (RS)): For minimum conflict sets C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , . . . , C n , the ontology repair strategy U RS is a subset of the axiom sets U C = ∪ i=1,2,...,n C i , and for any
A repair strategy is the axiom set to be removed, and different repair strategies have different effects on the ontology. To find the best repair strategy, it is necessary to evaluate the repair strategy. A good repair strategy should minimize the cost of deletion, with the following features: First, it preferentially removes the axiom of lower credibility, to make the repaired ontology reliable. Second, it retains the important axioms as many as possible to make the loss information minimum. Third, it considers preferences and concerns of users comprehensively to make the repair of the body close to the actual preferences of users.
Therefore, for the repair strategy RS, the evaluation can be achieved by calculating the credibility and importance of the axioms contained in the repair strategy. By meeting the constraints of users' preferences and minimizing the degree of credibility and importance of RS, the repaired method is optimized.
IV. THE EVALUATION INDEX OF ONTOLOGY ALIGNMENT REPAIR A. EVALUATION OF THE AXIOM'S CREDIBILITY
The credibility of the axiom directly reflects the probability of error.
In real life, people judge whether knowledge is credible by considering two factors: First, whether the subject providing knowledge is reliable; second, whether the content contained by knowledge is reliable.
With reference to the process of judging the credibility of knowledge, the judgment of the degree of credibility of the ontology is also carried out on two aspects: First, whether the source of axiom is reliable; second, whether the contents of the axiom is reliable.
The historical revision of the axiom can reflect the ''experience'' of the axiom in the knowledge base and provide the basis for the judgment of credibility. It is related to source of axioms, which is divided into the following three cases, as defined in (3).
Case 1: the source is reliable, S = 1 When the axiom source is reliable, its credibility is determined by the final revision time. The reason for the revision of the axiom is generally the renewal and perfection of the information, so the closer final revision time indicates that the axiom reflects the latest knowledge in the field and has higher accuracy.
Case 2: the source is unknown, S = 0 When the reliability of the axiom source is unknown, its credibility is determined by the frequency of revision. The more frequent the revision, the more unstable the semantic information represented by the axiom, the higher the possibility of re-revision, and the lower the accuracy.
Case 3: the source is unreliable, S = −1 When the axiom source is unreliable, its credibility is determined by the final revision time. The reason for the revision of the axiom is usually that the information is wrong and unreasonable. In contrast to the case 1, the farther the final revision time, the longer the recognized time of the axiom, and the higher the accuracy.
According to the above analysis, RF is axiom revision frequency, T is axiom preserving time(How long has the last revision ever made), the axiom source is rated S, the credibility of axiom source SConf (φ) can be defined as (4) .
In judging whether the content of knowledge is reliable, people analyze whether the knowledge is in line with their own cognition, ideas or preferences through their own experience and information. With reference to this behavioral pattern, the ontology, understands and analyzes the axioms through the existing knowledge and judges whether its semantics matches the existing knowledge.
So, the conflict information can reflect the credibility of the contents of the axiom: intuitively, when the axiom conflicts more with other axiom, it is more unreasonable, which can be measured by the frequency in the minimum conflict sets. However, it is obviously unreasonable to use it as the only criterion. To deeply analyze the credibility of axiom contained in the conflict information, this paper establishes the ''minimum conflict set -conflict axiom bipartite graph'' to describe the conflict in the ontology and evaluate the credibility of axiom through graph theory The bipartite graph [19] is a special graph in which the nodes are divided into two classes. The nodes connected by each edge belong to different classes, and there is no edge connected between the same class's nodes. The conflict in the ontology can be represented by a bipartite graph CG, in which the two classes of nodes are the minimum conflict set and the conflict axiom, and the edge represents the inclusive relationship between them.
As shown above in Fig. 1 , the minimum conflict sets are described:
The bipartite graph describes the connection between the minimum conflict set and the conflict axiom. In the conflict of the ontology, the conflict axioms are often not independent, and there are complex links. To excavate the deep role of axioms in conflict, the concept of resource allocation is introduced [20] , and the interaction of reliability in conflict is simulated by the flow of resources in the bipartite graph. If the axiom nodes have the initial resources x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , these axiom nodes allocate the resources to the conflict set nodes evenly according to the connection relation. In the process of flow, the resources are ''diluted'' according to the number of edges connected by the nodes, such as C 1 , C 2 each obtain resources x 1 2 from φ 1 ; after conflict sets receiving the resources, the existing resources are reallocated to the conflict axiom nodes according to the same criterion. As a result, the reallocation of the initial resources is obtained according to the connection relation, and it contains information of the topology of the graph. The resource reallocation process is shown in the following Fig. 2 .
The reallocation of resources is a process of mapping the initial resource to the final resource, represented by a matrix W = {w ij } n×n , n = |CAS|.The map of Fig. 2 above is:
Judging whether the knowledge is reliable is a gradual process: first, according to its origin to determine whether it is worthy of trust, and then based on long-term communication to further strengthen understanding, in the communication process to constantly correct its judgment and acquire more accurate results. Thus, the credibility of the source and the credibility of the content are not separate, fragmented, but progressive. With reference to this behavior pattern, it is more reasonable to take the source credibility as the initial information of the content credibility, and then conduct a more in-depth understanding.
Therefore, the source credibility is used as the initial resource of the axiom nodes, and the deep-level information about content credibility is introduced by reallocating the resources in the conflict bipartite graph. The final credibility index combines the source credibility and the correction of content credibility.
In the ''minimum conflict set -conflict axiom bipartite graph'', CG = {CS, CAS, CE}, CS represents minimum conflict set node, CAS represents conflict axiom node, CE represents edge of the connection, as defined in (6) .
For conflict axiom, the initial resource is defined as its source credibility index SConf (φ), and the content credibility is done by the resource reallocation process. The credibility of the axiom is given as follows:
n = |CAS| represents the number of conflict axioms, and w ij is calculated as follows:
Degree(φ j ) and Degree(C l ) represent the number of edges connected to node φ j and node C l respectively, m = |CS| represents the number of minimum conflict sets, and a il is the value of row i of column l of the adjacency matrix A = (a il ) n×m which represents the node connection. The calculation is as follows:
The value field of axiom credibility Conf is [0,1], which reflects the reliability of conflict axiom.
B. EVALUATION OF THE AXIOM'S IMPORTANCE
The axiom expresses the connection of the concepts in the field. When an axiom is removed, the connection among certain concepts is reduced or even eliminated, which cause the knowledge contained in the ontology lost. A good repair strategy should make the repaired ontology maintain more information under the premise of ensuring the consistency and accuracy. This paper considers the loss of knowledge from two aspects: depth and breadth.
When users query the ontology, axioms involving the core concepts and roles of the field are used most widely. That the concepts and roles connected by axioms are more important in the ontology reflects the fact that the containing information is hotter and used more frequently, and on the other hand is more basic and easier to combine with other axioms to reason out the richer and deeper semantics. So, the influence of axiom on the depth of knowledge that ontology contains can be measured by the core degree of the atom names (including concept names and role names) involved in it. Ontology represents the links among concepts and roles which are different in degree of closeness, so the ontology often shows a certain ''aggregation'' feature. Concepts and roles describing the same field have an amount of links while the links among concepts and roles in independent filed are less. However, these sparse links play an important role in the ontology. When the axiom links the concepts of relatively independent filed, it can be used to reason out the knowledge in cross filed to increase the breadth of ontology knowledge. The removal of these axioms separates the links among filed and reduce the scope the ontology covers. So, the influence of axiom on the breadth of knowledge that ontology contains can be measured by the closeness degree of links between the atom names involved in it.
This paper introduces the idea of graph theory [16] , taking the concepts and the roles as nodes and axioms as edges, to construct the undirected graph to describe the ontology. An ontology can be represented by the graph OG = (CN , AE), where CN represents the set of atomic names involved in the ontology, and AE represents the set of axioms AE =
By analyzing the structural features of the ontology OG, we can get the parameters that describe the critical degree of axiom.
(1) The core degree of atomic name based on node degree From the above analysis, the core degree of the atomic name involved in the axiom, which is expressed as the structural importance of the node in graph theory, reflects the effect of the removal of the axiom on the depth of the ontology knowledge. The core degree of a node can be measured by node degree (the number of edges it directly connects). The greater the node degree, the more likely that the node is in the center of the graph. So, define Degree(cn) = |{cn |(cn, cn ) ∈ AE}|, where |Set| represents the number of elements in Set. The influence of the axiom on the depth of ontology knowledge can be calculated by (10) .
The result of the above formula is the geometric mean of node degree of all atomic names involved in axiom φ. The closeness degree of atomic name based on edge betweenness From the above analysis, the closeness degree of the atomic name involved in the axiom reflects the effect of the removal of the axiom on the breadth of the ontology knowledge. In graph theory, it is expressed as the structural importance of the edge.
In the graph, the structural feature of edge can be measured by the edge betweenness (ratio of occurrences in the nodes' shortest path) [21] . The greater the edge betweenness, the more likely that the edge is in the structural hole of the graph. The following describes betweenness and its related definitions.
Definition 7 (Shortest Path): In the ontology graph, an atomic name sequence set cn 1 , cn 2 , . . . , cn m , any adjacent atomic names in the sequence are connected by edges, and Path(cn 1 , cn m ), means the path between cn 1 and cn m , Path(cn 1 , cn m ), includes all edges of adjacent atomic names.
Definition 8 (Shortest Path): In the ontology graph, any adjacent atomic names in the atomic name sequence cn 1 , cn 2 , . . . , cn m are connected by edges, and Path(cn 1 , cn m ), including all edges between adjacent atomic names, represents the path between cn 1 and cn m . Shortestpath(cn 1 , cn 2 ) is defined as (11) .
Definition 9( Betweenness): In the ontology, the edge betweenness in the ontology is the ratio of the number of shortest paths containing the edge to the total number of shortest paths in the graph. S − Path(OG) is all the shortest paths in the graph OG, then the betweenness of edge e is defined as (12) .
The betweenness can be abstracted into a ''flow'' in the graph, and for each pair of atomic names cn 1 and cn 2 in the graph, the semantic link can be imagined as a unit of semantic flow from cn 1 to cn 2 , which is evenly distributed to all the shortest paths: if there are m shortest paths, the information flow on each shortest path is 1/m. The semantic flow is required by the link between atomic names and betweenness represents the total quantity of information carried by the edge. Obviously, the greater the information flow carried by the axiom edge, the greater its impact on the semantic information contained in the ontology.
Since the number of atomic names involved in axiom may be greater than two, therefore, in the ontology, there are several axiom edges that represent the same axiom. edges(φ) is the set of edges connecting the axiom φ, then the influence in breadth of ontology knowledge can be calculated by the following formula (13) .
This paper defines the axiom importance degree that represents the cost of removing axiom as follows (14) .
C. PREFERENCES CONSTRAINTS
In the face of different application background, different users have different preferences of the repair strategy, so that the user's preferences and concerns should be considered. After obtaining the set of conflict axioms, it is very difficult for the users to give the corresponding complete repair strategy directly. However, according to their knowledge, experience or specific application preferences, users can give some advice to guide the automatic repair algorithm to get repair strategy which is closer to the actual preferences and reduce the cost of computing. The user's preferences are diverse and are difficult to map the repair strategy to a numerical value with a specific evaluation function. In this paper, for a repair strategy U RS , the user's preferences are described by a five-tuple Demand = PA, DA, SP, SD, G . The preference axiom set PA reflects the user's interest, which is the set of axioms that the user must retain according to his own preferences or the application environment, with the meaning that if φ ∈ PA, then φ / ∈ U RS . The discarded axiom set G is a set of axioms that is judged to be wrong based on user's knowledge and experience, or does not meet the user's specific application preferences, which must be removed from the ontology. It means that, if φ ∈ DA, then φ ∈ U RS . The slack preference SP is a cluster, SP = {sp 1 , sp 2 , . . . , sp m }, each element sp i is a set of axioms and contains at least one axiom that is not included in repair strategy, which means sp i − U RS = ∅. The slack discard SD is a cluster, SD = {sd 1 , sd 2 , . . . , sd m }, each element sd i is a set of axioms and contains at least one axiom that is included in repair strategy, which means sd i ∩ U RS = ∅.User guidance G is a set of clusters, G = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , . . . , G m },each element G i is an ordered axiom set, meaning a user-specified order to remove axiom. P k = {φ 1 , φ 2 , φ 3 , . . . , φ n }(k = 1, 2, . . . , m) means that, if 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, it should be prior to consider remove axiom φ i before remove axiom φ j . It is worth noting that when two axioms do not belong to the same set, φ i ∈ G k ∧ φ j / ∈ G k , they are not comparable to the user.
V. ONTOLOGY ALIGNMENT REPAIR MODEL BASED ON 0-1 LINEAR PROGRAMMING
According to the established conflict axiom evaluation index and minimum conflict set based on ontology diagnosis, the problem of ontology automatic repair can be transformed into the optimization problem.
For ontology repair problem, the known information includes: minimum conflict sets MCS 1 , MCS 2 , . . . , MCS n , conflict axiom set CAS = n j=1 MCS j , n = |CAS|, the credibility degree Cred(φ i ) and importance degree Impor(φ i ) of conflict axiom φ i , preference axiom set PA, slack preference SP = {sp 1 , sp 2 , . . . , sp p }, p = |SP|, slack discard SD = {sd 1 , sd 2 , . . . , sd q }, q = |SD|, discarded axiom set DA, user guidance G = {G 1 , G 2 , . . . , G l }. What to be decided is which conflict axiom should be included in repair strategy, to keep the credibility, reduce the information loss and meet user's preferences. Therefore, decision variable x i ∈ {0, 1} is defined to indicate whether the axiom φ i is included in a repair strategy.
The above ontology repair problem can be represented by the following 0-1 programming model:
The objective function represents the optimization goal of minimization of the loss in credibility and importance,
The constraint condition (17) means that for each minimum conflict set, there is at least one axiom included in the repair strategy, to ensure that the ontology is consistent after removal of axioms of repair strategy. M is a n×m matrix, each row represents a minimum conflict, each column represents a conflict axiom. That the element in row i and column j has the value 1 means the minimum conflict set MSC i contains the conflict axiom φ j .
The constraint condition (18) means that the axiom in the preference axiom set cannot be included in the repair strategy.
The constraint condition (19) means that the axiom in the discarded axiom set must be included in the repair strategy.
The constraint condition (20) means that in each axiom set in slack preference at least one axiom should be included. MSP is a p × m matrix, each row represents an axiom set of slack preference SP, each column represents a conflict axiom, and that the element in row i and column j has the value 1 means sp j contains the conflict axiom φ j .
The constraint condition (21) means that each axiom set in slack discard at least include one axiom to be removed. MSD is a q × m matrix, each row represents an axiom set of slack discard SD, each column represents a conflict axiom, and that that the element in row i and column j has the value 1 means sd i containing conflict axioms φ j .
The constraint condition (22) means that the repair strategy must satisfy the user-specific order. So, when the axiom φ i and φ j belong to one set P k , if φ i precedes and the repair strategy contains φ i (X i = 1), φ i (X i = 1) must be contained. The definition of binary function p is as follows.
By calculating the solution of the above problem, we can get the optimal repair strategy.
VI. SOLVING ONTOLOGY ALIGNMENT REPAIR MODEL BASED ON 0-1 LINEAR PROGRAMMING A. ONTOLOGY PREPROCESSING 1) ONTOLOGY STANDARDIZATION
In order to facilitate the description and calculation, the axioms in ontology are transformed, decomposed, and their expressions are standardized. In the description of logical ontology, the basis of the ontology expressions is atomic concepts and atomic roles. Based on atomic concepts and atomic roles, complex concepts and roles can be described by construct operators such as intersection, negation, existential quantifier and universal quantifier while axiom reflects the relationship between concepts and roles. In general, axioms are expressed as A ⊆ B and A ≡ B, where A and B are concepts or roles. A ⊆ B means that the concept or character A is contained by B, A ≡ B means A ⊆ B and B ⊆ A. The standardized expression should ensure that the left part of the axiom is the atomic name which includes the atomic concept and the atomic role while the right part is decomposed into the simplest form. The standardization algorithm used in this paper is as Table. I.
In the process of ontology standardization, the ontology axiom is f transformed into the form with atom name on the left. The algorithm is described as Table. II.
The simplified ontology also requires the detection of redundant concepts, the elimination of concepts and the axioms that form a loop. The algorithm is described as follows Table. III.
By transforming all the axioms in the ontology into standard forms, removing the nested descriptions and reducing their semantic complexity, on the one hand, the ontology structure can be clearer, on the other hand, the semantics of complex axioms are decomposed to reduce the information loss caused by deletion axioms refining the granularity of the repairs; the standardized expression can also make the comparison between axioms more reasonable and fair, as well as avoid the different ontology structure of the same semantics caused by grammatical reasons, thus affecting the calculation of the relationship between concepts and roles. 
2) ONTOLOGY PARTITION
The relationship between the grammatical composition structures reflects the relationship between the ontology axioms. For example, intuitively, axioms A ⊆ B and B ⊆ C are related while D ⊆ E is irrelevant. The irrelevant axioms do not share the concept or the relationship, there will be no semantic conflicts, and therefore will not exist the same minimal conflict set. Their positions and roles in the restoration strategy are independent of each other, whether one axiom is in the restoration strategy will not affect the choice of another axiom. According to the structural correlation between axioms, ontology axioms can be partitioned into subsets that are not relevant, and each subset can be solved independently, reducing the scale of the problem and optimizing the efficiency of the algorithm. According to the definitions 5-7, ontology partition is to divide the ontology into several disjoint and unrelated minimum sub-ontologies. Each axiom is directly related to the axioms of at least one sub-ontology and not related to the axioms in any other sub-ontology. Intuitively, to reflect its relevance from the atomic point of view: the atomic names in the sub-ontology do not intersect. Therefore, the preference of one axiom joining a sub-ontology is that it intersects with the atomic names in the sub-ontology. Use this property to iteratively examine which sub-ontology the remaining axioms belong to until the partitions completed. A description of the ontology partitioning algorithm is given in Table. IV. The core of the algorithm is to maintain a set of newly added atomic names. When the newly added axioms have an atomic name in included in the previous atomic ontology, the algorithm needs to check whether there is an additional axiom to be added, keep looking for the pending axioms.
By ontology partitioning, the ontology is divided into a semantic disjoint set of sub-ontologies so that the problem of the restoration of the original ontology can be decomposed into a series of sub-problems of a smaller scale. Finally, the optimal repair strategy of each sub-ontology is calculated and merged into the global optimal strategy.
B. SOLVING MODEL
The traditional solution to 0-1 programming problems includes implicit enumeration method, branch and bound method [22] , cut plane method [23] and so on. However, the 0-1 programming problem belongs to the NP-difficult problem, as the size of the problem increases, these traditional algorithms will grow exponentially in computation and therefore can only be applied to the small-scale accurate problemsolving process. The limitation of the traditional algorithm in time and space complexity makes the modern heuristic optimization algorithm, as an approximate solution, widely used in practical problems, including genetic algorithm, simulated annealing algorithm, ant colony algorithm, particle swarm optimization [24] and so on. These algorithms draw on the principles of the phenomenon of material movement and living behavior in nature and are self-adaptive, which can solve the problem of large-scale search space optimization efficiently.
1) PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is an evolutionary computation technique whose motivation is to imitate the foraging behavior of bird swarm. Since its introduction, due to its easy comprehension, low control parameters, fast convergence speed and low implementation difficulty, particle swarm optimization has caused extensive research in various fields of application. In the process of collective foraging, the flocks may change directions, gather and disperse suddenly, However, the overall movement tendency and status stays consistent, and the distance between individuals is maintained. The behavior of such groups is based on the information sharing mechanism.
In particle swarm optimization algorithm, the solution of optimization problem is ''particle''. Each particle flies at a certain speed in the target space and adjusts the speed and direction of flight according to its own experience and its companion's as well. One swarm represents a series of feasible solutions, we can find the optimal solution through iterative optimization of feasible solutions. In each iterative optimization process, the particle updates its state according to the best position in its own flight history and the best position in the swarm flight history to generate a new generation of feasible solutions. The quality of a position of the particle is determined by the fitness function designed for a specific target of the problem. The position of the particle with the highest fitness corresponds to the optimal solution pBest, and the swarm with the highest fitness corresponds to the global optimal solution gBest. In a population of size N, iterate through the kth generation, the speed and position of the i-th particle are denoted by V k i , X k i respectively. After getting pBest and gBest, it updates its own flight speed and position according to the following formula:
where the parameter ω is the inertia weight, balancing the global and local search ability, a larger inertia weight means that the particle maintains the original orientation to a higher degree, with higher global exploration ability; otherwise, it indicates that it has a higher local development capability; Parameters c 1 and c 2 are learning factors, representing the particle's own cognition and social cognition, which are used to adjust the influence ability of particle's own flight experience and swarm flight experience; r 1 , r 2 is the random number in the interval (0,1). The update method is as shown below in Fig. 3 . When Particles adjust its own flight speed to change position, its speed cannot exceed the maximum limit, when the speed exceeds the maximum speed V max , we change it to V max .
2) ALGORITHM FLOW
The flow chart of using Particle swarm optimization algorithm to solve this paper's 0-1 programming problem is as follows in Fig. 4 .
During the process, when initializing a swarm, we can randomly select an axiom from each conflict set to guarantee the feasibility of the solution. The fitness function of feasible solution is determined by the objective function of programming. Since the programming objective is to minimize the problem, the fitness function fitness is defined as (29) .
The standard Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) aims at solving the problem of continuous space. In order to meet the needs of this problem, we improve the particle position updating. Since in the position of the particle each dimension can only take 0 or 1, when updating the position according to the current speed, the speed in one dimension is understood as the probability that the position of this dimension takes a value of 1. According to the speed update method described in Equation 25 , it means that when a component of pBest i (or gBest) is 1 and the current position is 0, the probability of it taking 1 increases by c 1 × r 1 (or c 2 × r 2 );conversely, when a component of pBest i (or gBest) is 0 and the current position is 1, the probability of it taking 1 decreases by c 1 × r 1 (or c 2 × r 2 ). This strategy makes the particles converge to the best individuals. To express the probability value, we need to limit the speed range to [0,1] and select the Sigmoid function to map the velocity value to the probability value.
Therefore, for each component in X = {x 1 , x 1 , . . . , x m }, the position update formula x i of the algorithm defined according to speed V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v m } is as follows:
where rand () is a random number generated in the [0,1] interval. The specific algorithm is described as Fig. 5 .
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the practical effect of this paper's method in the ontology alignment repair, contrast experiments were conducted to compare the adaptability and rationality of the repair method. The datasets are based on the OAEI, an international campaign for the systematic evaluation of ontology matching systems. The ontology alignment problem in the OAEI are organized in several tracks. In this paper we used the Large BioMed Track, this track consists of finding alignments between the Foundational Model of Anatomy (FMA) and the National Cancer Institute Thesaurus (NCI), these ontologies are semantically rich and contain tens of thousands of classes [25] , [26] . Method 3: (1) remove the axioms of DA into repair strategy and remove the resolved conflict set; (2) remove the axiom of the highest frequency in each sd and remove the resolved conflict set; (3) set the value of frequency of axioms in PA and which is of lowest frequency in each sp to 0; (4) remove axioms into repair strategy in the order of their frequency in conflict sets until the elimination of all conflicts.
Method 4: method proposed in this paper. The repair strategy RS and repaired ontology O res can be obtained by above methods. And three common indicators including precision rate, recall rate, F-value are introduced to measure the performance of each method:
The above indicators use the reference set O ref to describe the performance of the repair strategy at axiom level, which only consider the ontology's shallow information. Because consistent ontology supports reasoning mechanism, in order to further measure the performance at the semantic level and recognize the modification of implied information, the following method is proposed to compare different repair strategies.
Artificially collect query questions Q and answers Ans for ontology O ref as a reference for judging the correctness of the query results. Because queries are based on the ontology information and the implied information through reasoning, there are two possible query results, obtaining the answer Ans Y , or not obtaining any answer due to that the information is not included in ontology, represented by Ans N . Therefore, when execute the query Q for repaired ontology and obtain the answer Ans res , there are these five impossible results : Ans right represents that the answers are matched with that in Ans and they are correct; Ans wrong represents the answers are different from that in Ans and they are wrong; Ans over represents that there is an answer in Ans res but no answer in Ans, so they are out of range; Ans lack represents that there is no answer in Ans res but an answer in Ans, so they are missing; Ans 0 represents that there is no answer in Ans res or Ans.
Similarly, three common indicators of precision rate, recall rate, F-value are proposed to measure the performance of the method at the semantic level: A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS Based on the above methods to get different repaired and reference ontology sets and repeat it 30 times to get the following average results as in Table. V. Method 1 does not take ontology structure and user preferences into consideration, the effect is not ideal with low precision rate and recall rate, so it cannot meet the application standards. Relative to method 1, method 2 uses information of ontology structure to reduce the semantic loss, and its performance at semantic level has been greatly improved. The semantic precision rate, semantic recall rate and semantic F-value increase obviously, which reflects that the ontology structure is important to guide the repair strategy. Method 3 adds the user preferences, so precision rate and semantic precision rate increase significantly, and the repaired ontology is closer to the reference ontology, reflecting the effectiveness of the user preferences to guide the strategy to fit the practical needs. Method 4 combines user preferences and ontology structure information, so that the loss at both axiom and semantic level is significantly reduced, and its performance is optimal with a high precision rate.
The experimental results show that it is feasible to measure axioms' importance by using ontology structure information in the process of repairing the ontology, and the users' preferences information can take full advantage of the knowledge and interest of users to lead the repair strategy closer to the actual needs. Therefore, the method of consulting the evaluation system in this paper is able to measure the performance of repair strategy reasonably and also provides the basis for the solution of the optimal strategy, which avoids the huge time and space consumption brought by the exhaustive method, so it is of practical significance.
In the experiment, it is found that the overall performance of method 4 is always ahead of other methods, however, in 30 experiments, the performance of optimization is quite different in the face of different to-be-repaired ontology, meaning that the stability is not high.
Through the analysis, the main reason is that the weight of the indicators is the default average value, adjusting the weight can further enhance the performance of optimization.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we focus on the lack of effective research on the best repair strategy to solve ontology inconsistency, taking into account the objective structure, the source of the ontology, and the user's subjective preferences. The 0-1 programming model is introduced to transform the ontology repair problem into optimization problem which can be solved by fully developed linear programming methods.
The method proposed in this paper makes full use of the rich structure information and user prior knowledge, and avoids the large-scale aggregation calculation of the exhaustive method in solving the optimal strategy through constructing the 0-1 programming model which can be solved with applications of mature and efficient linear programming solutions and it is easy to get different repair strategies meeting different preferences by simply adding the constraints.
Through four sets of experiment conducted on the artificially constructed to-be-repaired ontology, the results show that the repair strategy and evaluation system proposed in this paper can correctly reflect the importance of the axiom and the user's preference, and the optimal solution is improved in all aspects of the query-oriented performance, which is of practical significance. In order to get a reasonable index weight value, and make the repair result more stable, how to measure the importance of the index according to the different practical preferences is the focus of the next step of our research.
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